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Exceptional materials
Isabella uses only the best materials,
made by the world’s leading suppliers.
Isacryl is a spinneret-dyed (i.e. the fibres
are dyed), textured-weave, durable
acrylic material. Isacryl has the highest
achievable fade-resistance thanks to the
pigmentation method. The density of the
weave plus the impregnation all the way
through minimize water ingress. Nevertheless, Isacryl is a b reathable material,
which facilitates the best possible indoor
climate in the awning.

Lower panel – PVC is an ultra-durable,
100% waterproof material that is easy
to clean.
Window – Polyester The window foil is
the best available on the market. To reduce the effect of the sun’s rays, We use
a UV-absorbing window foil and, in some
models, a matt foil is used for maximum
privacy. A foil capable of withstanding
extreme temperatures is used in awnings
designed for winter use.

Roof The roof of Isabella awnings are
made of durable, UV-resistant polyester,
which protects you from the sun’s UV
rays when inside the awning.
The roof fabric itself is treated with three
layers of breathable acrylic. Moisture
is thus absorbed more easily, reducing
condensation in the awning. The dirt and
water repellency of the material restricts
the accumulation of dirt.
The inside of the roof is patterned, providing a pleasant indoor environment and
reducing the visibility of dirt.

Technical illustrations
G14-16
G19-20

G18
G21-22
1000-1075
· G19-20

G19-20

G21-22

Isacryl

Isacryl particularly breathable
material 295 g /m2

IsaLite

IsaLite remarkably light and
easy-to-maintain material.

PVC

PVC/Polyester intensely
resilient and water resistant
material.

295 g/m2

Air
Tubes

t

Front and side illustration
Figures Covers A-measurement
from-to (cm) Price group (G)

195 g/m2

Advanced Air Tube system with
patented coupling modules to
ensure proper attachment and
easy adjustment and replacement.

Zinox

Zinox tubular steel frame with
T-Rex locking clamp. (Isabella)

CarbonX

CarbonX fibreglass frame with
Isafix locking clamp. (Isabella)

Zinox

Extra strong Zinox Mega
Frame tubular steel frame 32
mm with welded corners and
double screw locking. (Isabella)

Red dots No. of rafter poles.
Colored line Zip for removable
and fold-down panels.
Grey window Ventilation net
with foil cover.

1-22

A900-1175

400
300

250

Isaroof
285 g/m2

Base drawing

Isaroof Ultra-durable
UV-resistant polyester textile,
treated with three layers of
breathable acrylic.

MegaFrame

Up/down arrows + number
Base depth in cm
Left/right arrows + number
Base width in cm
A-measurement Available in Isabella
A-sizes (only specified for full awnings)

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

Coloured line
Removable and fold-down panels.
Dotted outline Canopy.
Black angles Door openings.
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VenTex
240 g/m2

Isaroof Light UV-resistant
polyester textile, treated
with two layers of breathable
acrylic.
Acrylate coated (on one side)
VenTex-polyester (light,
wipeable, odorless, reduces
condensation).

IXL

IXL Lightweight fibreglass
frame with Fixus locking
mechanism. (Ventura)

Prenox

Strong Prenox steel frame.
(Ventura)
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A-Measurement
Back in 1967, Isabella’s founder Søren Odgaard
invented a new measuring system for awnings.
He named the measuring system “A-mål”, or
“A-measurement” in English.
The A-measurement basically standardises awning
measurements. Having a number of standard sizes
that fit virtually all caravans eliminates the need
to sew awnings to fit the multitude of different
caravans.
Every year, when new caravans are launched, our
skilled specialists go out and take their A-measurement. All these measurements ensure that Isabella’s A-measurement calculator is always
fully up to date.
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To determine the “A-size”
Park the caravan on level ground. The “A-size” is the length from ground level, through the awning channel and back
down to the ground. This can be done easily with a piece of string. We have a database of caravan sizes from 1970
onwards on our website, www.isabella.net. For Porch/Part awnings the caravan channel height determines the fit.

Ca. 190 cm

30 - 35 cm

30 - 35 cm

Full awning

as large porch

As small porch

Minor

Magnum

A-measurement awning as large porch

All Isabella A-measurement awnings can also be used as part awnings. Using a foam pad, support pole and two click
profiles. Measure your caravan “Full awning as large/small Porch” as shown and match to the nearest Isabella
“A” size. This solution works for new and older models the parts are all supplied as optional extras.
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A-MEASUREMENT AWNINGS

FORUM ETNA
The flexible permanent pitcher favourite is back! The popular Forum
awning has made a comeback in the Isabella range. The 2021 Forum
is designed solely with a mega frame to give you all the stability you
need for your permanent pitcher. The Forum is now available in the
Etna colour scheme, which is characterised by warm, dark shades
particularly well suited to seasonal camping.
The adjustable fronts of the Forum give you plenty of options for
adapting your indoor and outdoor spaces however you want them.
The front can either be pulled back one metre to make space for a
covered terrace area, or you can just pull one half back and create
a porch in front of the entrance door. The front sections can also
be switched so that you can place the door on whichever side you
prefer. An additional front section is available as an optional extra,
allowing you to create a little “hallway” and so achieve even greater
flexibility.
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels
Special details: Flexible front panels, mosquito net in both sides
Supplied as standard with: Set of curtains Cube Creme, veranda
pole, draught skirt, wheel arch cover, Typhoon storm securing set,
FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg remover
Optional extras for assembly: Front panel, Annex 250, door canopy, net side, partition wall, Eclipse FSC, gutter, storm securing set



FORUM ETNA

AWNINGS

COLOURS

MATERIALS

Vulcano

Walnut

Zinox

MegaFrame

G16

G18-19

G20

TECHNICAL
ILLUSTRATIONS
G16
G18-19
950-989 · G18

Isaroof
285 g/m2

G21-23

G20

1000-1025 · G19

Isacryl

295 g/m2

G21-23

1050-1125 · G20-21

1150-1225 · G22-23

A950-A1225
250

250

100

100
250
100

Total weight incl. frame: kg
FORUM ETNA
MegaFrame
Front

G18
96,8
5,8

G19
100,3
5,8

G20
102,8
6,8

G21
118,1
7,8

G22
119,6
8,8

G23
124,9
8,8
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A-MEASUREMENT AWNINGS

PENTA ETNA
Penta Etna has everything you require from a permanent pitch
awning – a depth of 3.5 m without the nuisance of a centre pole, and
designed so that every inch of space is used. The material used is
Isacryl, which allows the awning to breathe. Mosquito net windows
in both sides, and the numerous opening options, make for an optimal indoor climate.
A sand-coloured roof imbues the awning with a soft warm light and
the combination of the light strip in the roof and the large windows
of clear film make the Penta Etna awning a bright and friendly place
to spend time. The sturdy pole construction and the pentagonal
shape mean stability for a long season at the campsite. Choose
between the strong Zinox steel frame or the extra-strong Zinox
MegaFrame for added stability. The combination of MegaFrame with
extra winter securing means you can use your Penta Etna all year
round.
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front, side and corner panels
Special details: Overhang all the way around, light panels in middle of roof. Two large side ventilation windows with mosquito nets1,
corner door right front, two door options.
Supplied as standard with: Cube Creme curtains, veranda pole,
draught skirt, wheel arch cover, FixOn, pole and peg bags, awning
bag and peg remover.
Optional extras: Annex 220, door canopy2, inner roof, partition
wall3, storm securing set.



PENTA ETNA
3

AWNINGS

2

1

COLOURS

MATERIALS

Vulcano

Walnut

Zinox

Zinox

Isacryl

MegaFrame

295 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
875-940 G14-16

950-989 · G18

1000-1025 · G19

1050-1125 · G20-21

1150-1285 · G22-24
A875-1285
350

G16

G18

Total weight incl. frame: kg
PENTA ETNA
Zinox frame
MegaFrame

G19

G14
64,0

G16
64,7
81,0

G18
73,3
91,9

G20-21

G19
75,3
94,0

G20
88,1
119,3

G22-24

G21
89,2
120,3

G22
96,5
121,9

G25

G23
97,6
123,0
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Villa – The ultimate awning
for year-round camping

Design
your own
dream villa
Villa is the awning for people who want to stay at the same place
year after year, and who don’t want to set up an awning and take it
down again every season. It is designed to remain standing outside
and offers great stability in harsh weather.
Villa is a freestanding tent that will stand on its own when you drive
the caravan away. You’ll experience the freedom of being on the
same campsite year after year while having the option to detach the
caravan and go exploring.
Villa is available in five different sizes and is set up using different
modules. The many options let you design your own dream Villa.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Choose the size of your Villa
Choose the front panels you want
Choose how you want to combine them
D
 ecide whether you want to expand with a tunnel
and a covered porch

Villa can be extended by as much as 34 m 2. To create more space in
the Villa, you can buy a tunnel, which gives you an extra depth of 70
cm. Why not use that extra depth to install a kitchen or create a TV
room? If you want to enjoy the warm summer evenings longer, you
can buy a covered porch for the right or left side of your Villa.
Talk to your dealer about sizes and combination options, or find more
information at www.isabella.net

The picture shows a Villa 850 with integrated porch.
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VILLA

VILLA
For year-round campers/
permanent pitchers
Villa a unique year-round/permanent pitching
awning, available in 5 widths. Its construction
has been designed with maximum stability
and durability in mind. Isabella Villa is modular,
and the choice of front panels mean that you
can construct your Villa just as you want it.
The awning should not only be suitable for use
on hot summer days, but also a good alternative when the snow is lying on the ground.
Year-round use places high demands on the
equipment, and Isabella Villa is composed of
the best materials. The optimal sloping of the
roof p revents the build-up of snow. Light is
life, and the large windows and white curtains
contribute to a bright, comfortable living
space.
The window material can withstand temperatures down to -30°C, and Villa also comes
12

with flaps in the fabric to make it easy to
close and cover the windows as required.
The deep all-round overhang limits dirt and
pollution.
Isabella Villa has been designed to make it
easy for you to put up yourself. Your local
dealer can also advise you if you wish to
have it ready-assembled. The modules are
zipped together, simplifying the construction and making it easy to change the front
modules without having to dismantle the
entire awning. All fronts and gables are fixed in aluminium profiles – both horizontally
and vertically. This gives you great stability
even in harsh weather.
Villa can be used with caravans of any size,
as it comes with a padded cushion against
the caravan and a connecting piece between the roof and caravan. ( Isabella Villa

is equipped with a padded sluice and connecting piece in the roof, so it can be used
on all sizes of caravan (special adjustment
may be necessary, especially on small
caravans). The caravan can be attached or
removed in a few easy steps, though full
backing is required (extra) if Isabella Villa is
to stand without the caravan.

MATERIALS
Isacryl

295 g/m2

Roof fabric: 520 g/m2 PVC/
Polyester welded joints.
Frame/Construction: 40 x 40
mm aluminium profiles
with angle brackets.

COLOURS
Tweed

Flax

VILLA

AWNINGS

DESIGN YOUR OWN VILLA
STANDARD
Left side

STANDARD
Right side

Back piece

Back piece

CHOOSE BETWEEN THESE FRONT PANELS

A Door and
window section
(ca. 275 cm wide)

B Door and
window section
(ca. 275 cm wide)

C Window section
(ca. 275 cm wide)

D Window.
For 650 only
(ca. 100 cm wide)

F Window section
with mosquito net
(Extra)
(ca. 275 cm wide)

G Window section
For 750, 850, 950 only
(ca. 200 cm wide)

Talk to your dealer about sizes and combination options, or find more information at www.isabella.net

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Ground: Depth 300 cm.
Length 550 cm, 650 cm, 750 cm, 850 cm, 950 cm
No. of doors: At least two.
Attachment to caravan: Padded cushion
and connecting piece
Other: Ventilation in both sides. All-round
overhang.

SUPPLIED AS STANDARD
Curtains: Cube Creme.
Villa comes with a connecting piece between the caravan and awning, two cushions,
draught skirt and standard wheel arch cover.
It also includes two 74 cm back wall sections.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
(ADDITIONAL COST)
Closing back wall panel.
Inner roof.
Winter securing set (cross bar and support poles).
Gutter.
F-module: Closable front panel with
mosquito net.
Villa door
Villa tunnel
PATIO
A covered patio can be set up on the left or
right side. The porch measures 2 x 3 m

TUNNEL
If you want to increase the depth between
the rear wall sections from 3 m to 3.70 m,
you can install a connection tunnel.
IMPORTANT!
Villa must be mounted on a solid floor with
exact measurements: 300 x 550 cm, 300 x
650 cm, 300 x 750 cm, 300 x 850 cm, 300 x
950 cm. The distance from the top of the
floor to the rail on the caravan must be
235–240 cm for optimal connection to the
vehicle.
Talk to your dealer or a local carpenter
about this.
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A-MEASUREMENT AWNINGS

COMMODORE DAWN
4

1

COMMODORE DAWN & NORTH
Commodore is a fusion of classic Isabella design and contemporary
materials. Its depth of 3 metres and the choice of three types of
frames are a major advantage, especially for those who alternate
between permanent pitching and touring and enjoy having plenty of
space in the awning. Large panoramic windows make Commodore
a pleasant place to be, with a unique inflow of light. For a pleasant
indoor climate, the Commodore model has mosquito nets with a foil
cover in both sides, as well as an integrated top ventilation panel in
the middle of the front. On hot days and balmy evenings, the nets
keep out annoying insects, at the same time allowing the air in the
awning to circulate.
Commodore is available both as an Dawn and a North model.
2.5 m, see pages 16-19
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.
Special details: Intergrated top ventilation1, Mosquito net in both
sides 2 .
Comes as standard with: Cube Creme curtains (North) 3 Collage
Sand (Dawn). Veranda pole 4 , draught skirt, wheel arch cover, FixOn,
Typhoon storm sashes awning bag, pole and peg bag including peg
remover.
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, door canopy, net side,
net front, Cosy Corner II, partition wall, Eclipse front sun canopy,
gutter, storm securing set.

COMMODORE

AWNINGS

COMMODORE NORTH
3

2

COLOURS

MATERIALS

COMMODORE DAWN
Flax

Steel

MegaFrame

CarbonX

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

COMMODORE NORTH
Tweed

Zinox

Zinox

G19-20· G19-20
G21-22
G14-16
G18 · G18G14-16
900-940
· G16
950-989
1000-1075
1100-1175
· G21-22
G19-20
G18
G13
					

G13

Grey

Ikke i kataloget

G21-22

Ikke i kataloget
G18G19-20· G19-20G19-20
G21-22
G14-16
G18 · G18 1000-1075
· G14-16G14-16
950-989
1100-1175
· G21-22
G13 850-940
					

G21-22
G23 · G23
1200-1225

A900-1175
(DAWN 900-1225)
300

Ikke i kataloget

Total weight incl. frame: kg
COMMODORE DAWN
G14

G16

G18

G19

G20

G21

G22

G23

Zinox frame

49,3

51,1

57,1

62,9

65,2

72,6

74,0

84,6

CarbonX frame

38,4

40,2

44,8

46,0

48,3

55,2

56,6

75,3

82,1

84,5

93,3

94,7

MegaFrame

Total weight incl. frame: kg
COMMODORE NORTH
G14
Zinox frame

G16
51,5

G18
57,0

G19
63,1

G20
65,6

G21
72,9

G22
74,1

63,8

CarbonX frame

40,6

44,7

46,2

48,6

55,5

56,7

107,9

MegaFrame

75,2

82,3

84,6

93,6

94,8

G23
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A-MEASUREMENT AWNINGS

AMBASSADOR DAWN
With more than 30 years on the market, our customers rightly expect
a lot of the ‘Ambassador’, the ultimate touring awning which is
straightforward to put up. Relatively light in weight, with a depth
of 2.5m it offers all the opening options you could possibly wish for.
Ambassador Dawn has a mosquito net panel in both sides and is
made of Isacryl for a pleasant indoor climate. The roof is coated on
the outside and has a patterned inside, which minimises the formation of condensation.
For a good, natural inflow of daylight, and to ensure that the awning
is a light and a ccommodating place to spend time, Ambassador
Dawn has large, panelled panorama windows in the front.
3 m, see pages 14-15
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Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.
Special details: Integrated top ventilation1, mosquito net in both
sides 2 .
Comes as standard with: Collage Sand curtains. Veranda pole,
draught skirt, wheel arch cover, FixOn, Typhoon storm sashes awning bag, pole and peg bag including peg remover.
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, door canopy, net side,
net front, Cosy Corner II, partition wall, Eclipse front sun canopy,
gutter, storm securing set.



AMBASSADOR DAWN
1

AWNINGS

2

COLOURS

MATERIALS
Flax

Steel

Zinox

CarbonX

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
850-940
· G14-16
G14-16
G14-16

950-989
· G18
G18
G18

1000-1075
· G19-20
G19-20
G19-20

1100-1175
· G21-22
G21-22
G21-22
A850-1175
250

Total weight incl. frame: kg
AMBASSADOR DAWN
Zinox frame
CarbonX frame

G14
42,9
34,6

G16
44,1
35,8

G18
50,2
40,1

G19
55,8
43,4

G20
58,1
45,7

G21
64,2
50,2

G22
65,5
51,5
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A-MEASUREMENT AWNINGS

CAPRI NORTH
Capri North is the ideal choice for touring caravanners. The tinted
windows make the awning a pleasant place to be, as the large mosquito net windows provide extra ventilation without the annoyance
of insects on hot summer days and nights. All front and side panels
can be folded down to form a veranda or removed completely. Capri
North is available with the Zinox tubular steel frame or the ultralight CarbonX fibreglass frame.

Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.
Special features: Mosquito nets in both sides1, front ventilation,
s trip on sides.
Supplied as standard with: Cube Creme curtains, wheel arch
cover, draught skirt, veranda pole, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg
bags including peg remover.

3 m, see pages 14-15
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, net side, net front,
partition wall, Cosy Corner II, Eclipse FSC, gutter, inner roof, storm
securing set.
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CAPRI NORTH
1

AWNINGS

COLOURS
Tweed

Grey

MATERIALS
Zinox

CarbonX

Isaroof

Isacryl

Light
240 g/m2

295 g/m2

Capri North is also available for Eriba Touring
and Feeling.

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
675-775
· G10-G12 800-825
G10-12
G13
G10-12
G13· G13
G10-12
G13

850-940
· G14-16
G14-16
G14-16
G14-16

1100-1175
· G21-22
G21-22
G21-22
G21-22

950-1075
· G18-20
G18-20
G18-20
G18-20

A675-A1175

250

A675-A1175
A675-A1175
A675-A1175
Total weight incl. frame: kg
CAPRI NORTH
G10
Zinox frame
35,8
CarbonX frame
28,2

G12
37,0
29,4

G13
38,9
31,3

G14
41,0
32,7

G16
42,1
33,9

G18
48,6
38,5

G19
54,2
41,8

G20
56,1
43,6

G21
62,4
48,4

G22
63,5
49,5

Total weight incl. frame: kg
CAPRI NORTH HYMER - ERIBA TOURING FAMILIA
CAPRI NORTH HYMER - ERIBA TOURING TRITON
CAPRI NORTH HYMER - ERIBA TOURING TROLL

31,7
31,9
32,4
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Attention to detail
Smart, carefully considered details ensure simple function and ease of use. The same carefully considered
details also ensure durability. An awning is an investment that must hold its value. Both its utility value – holiday
after holiday – and its sales value in the event that the Isabella awning is sold on to happy, new owners.

FixOn™ screwless
brackets designed for
better tensioning, with
easy positioning. S
 upplied
with all Isabella awnings.

Heavy-duty hard-wearing reinforcements. All D-rings are sewn
with PVC reinforcements.

20

Substantial four
way zips, always run
smoothly. Hard wearing
and always covered to
protect from sun and
rain.

DropStop™ rain
grommets are
fitted to all rivets
in the roof.

IsaFlex™ pegging elastics with great e lasticity and
strength are supplied with the
Isabella range.

is a focus on quality
The double-folded seams in the roof
g uarantee a 100% straight & waterproof seam
for a better shape roof. The curve of the roof
is designed to ensure the best possible fit and
better tensioning of the awning.

All Isabella awnings have
ventilation panels; some are
fitted with extra panels and/or
mosquito net(s) in the side, these
reduce c ondensation and create
the best indoor climate.

The double wing, with
separate beading and seam
detail, ensures a great fit on
all caravan shapes. .

Door ties with
press studs
for all Isabella
awnings.

Regulator tabs in the corners
and spiked shoes on the poles
ensure uniform tensioning and
reduce wear and tear “locking”
the canvas and frame together.

Internal mud flap allow the pegging
elastics to perform correctly and prevents drafts in the awning. Laying carpet
over the mud flap makes an effective draft
excluder.
21

PORCHES

MAGNUM ETNA 340 & 400
Magnum 340 and 400 Etna are touring-friendly porches, which are
quick to put up when you’re on the go. With Magnum 340 or 400
Etna, you get a spacious touring awning with a depth of 2.5 metres
and a width of either 3.4 or 4 metres.
The front and side panels can be folded down/removed and,
together with two mosquito net sides, offer a wealth of ventilation
options.
If more space is required, inside or out, Magnum 340 and 400 Etna
can be extended with an Eclipse front sun canopy (specially designed for Magnum), Cosy Corner (specially designed for Magnum), and
an annex giving you an extra bedroom or additional storage space.
Magnum 340 and 400 Etna are made of Isacryl, which ensures a

Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.
Special features: Extra long roof wings for additional strength and
optimal fit, full length canopy providing extra shelter, mosquito net
in both sides1. Ventilation in the front 2 . Large front window.
Comes as standard with: Collage Sand curtains, wheel arch cover,
draught skirt, side veranda pole, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg
bags including peg remover.
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 250, Cosy Corner II special,
Eclipse FSC special, Net Front Panel, Net Side, veranda pole and
support pole (400), storm securing set.
Suitable for caravans with awning rail heights between 235 cm and
250 cm.
Distance between roof poles 340: 313 cm, 400: 382 cm.
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MAGNUM ETNA
1

AWNINGS

2

COLOURS
Vulcano

MATERIALS
Walnut

CarbonX

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
MAGNUM 400 ETNA

MAGNUM 340 ETNA
340

400
250

250

Total weight incl. frame: kg
MAGNUM 400 ETNA 32,2

Total weight incl. frame: kg
MAGNUM 340 ETNA 29,9

164804001

164803401
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PORCHES
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MINOR DAWN

AWNINGS

1

MINOR DAWN
When it has to be easy, smart and comfortable, Minor Dawn is the answer. Minor Dawn comes with a lightweight CarbonX fibreglass frame
– which is fast and easy to assemble. The window in the removable
front panel provides a natural inflow of light and a good view. There
are doors and a mosquito net in both sides, which can be closed
by zipping the foil cover over it. The material is breathable Isacryl
which helps create a pleasant indoor climate. As with all of Isabella’s
porches, you get the best seal to the caravan.

Optional extras for assembly: Veranda pole, storm securing set.

Removable/fold-down panels: Front panel.

COLOURS

Special details: Mosquito net1 and entrance door in both sides.
Supplied as standard with: Set of curtains Collage Sand, draught
skirt, wheel arch cover, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg
remover.

Fits: Caravans with awning rail heights between 235cm and 250 cm.
Distance between roof poles: 226 cm

Steel

MATERIALS
Flax

CarbonX

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

260
200

Total weight incl. frame: kg
MINOR DAWN 24,2
160001039
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PORCHES

UNIVERSAL DAWN 360

UNIVERSAL DAWN 360 & 420
Thanks to their great strength and stability, the Universal 360 and
420 Dawn porches can be put up in all weather conditions – all year
round. Two support poles press the sewn-in foam pads securely
against the side of the caravan, while click profiles hold the sides
directly on the support pole for a perfect seal.
Universal 360 and 420 Dawn have doors in both sides and large
windows across the front, giving a good view. The strong Zinox steel
frame ensures good stability. If Universal 360 or 420 Dawn is to be
used as a year-round awning, we recommend the fitting of winter
securing and an inner roof (optional extras). The roof c onstruction
provides unobstructed opening of the caravan door and minimal
build-up of snow.

Removable/fold-down panels: Front and side panels.
Special details: Ventilation in both sides3 and adjustable front
ventilation. External mud flap2, flexible pegging, special sloping roof
which makes the awning suitable for year-round camping, extra
heavy-duty window film. (frost proof)
Supplied as standard with: Collage Sand curtains, veranda pole,
draught skirt, wheel arch cover, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg
bags including peg remover.
Optional extras: Annex 220, Door canopy, inner roof, winter
securing set, storm securing set.
Use: Year round.
Fits: Caravans with awning rail height of between 235 and 250 cm
Distance between roof poles: 420: 410 cm – 360: 350 cm.
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UNIVERSAL DAWN 360 & 420
1

AWNINGS

UNIVERSAL DAWN 420
2

COLOURS
Steel

MATERIALS
UNIVERSAL 360/420

Flax

Zinox

Isacryl

295 g/m2

UNIVERSAL 420
Isaroof

UNIVERSAL 360
PVC

285 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
UNIVERSAL 360 DAWN

UNIVERSAL 420 DAWN

380

440

230

230

Total weight incl. frame: kg
UNIVERSAL 420 DAWN 51,2

Total weight incl. frame: kg
44,0
UNIVERSAL 360 DAWN

165104209

162603609
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PORCHES
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WINTER



2

AWNINGS

1

WINTER
Thanks to the heavy-duty materials, a special roof angle to prevent
the build-up of snow, an extra wide external mud flap, a strong
steel frame, flexible pegging and window foil designed to withstand
extreme temperatures, Isabella’s Winter awning will stay the course
– even in a heavy snow storm. The model is made of easy-to-clean
polyester/PVC material and has doors in both sides as well as zipped
ventilation.

Use: Year round.
Fits: Caravans with an awning rail height of between 235 and 250 cm
Distance between roof poles: 203 cm.

Special details: External mud flap, special roof angle, extreme
window foil.
COLOURS
Supplied as standard with: Set of curtains Cube Creme, draught
skirt, wheel arch cover, FixOn, awning bag, pole and peg bag incl. peg
remover.
Optional extras for assembly: Inner roof, winter securing set,
storm securing set.

Granite

MATERIALS
Steel

Zinox

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

PVC

Total weight incl. frame: kg
WINTER
27,5
167202403

220
180
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T@B

SPECIAL AWNINGS

1

2

T@B AWNINGS AND SUN CANOPY
T@B 400 AWNINGS
T@B 320 AWNINGS – For T@B 320 Offroad

T@B SUN CANOPY
Fits onto T@B 320 RS, T@B 320 Offroad and T@B 4002

Special details: The front panel can be removed or drawn. The vent
ilation net window feature in the right hand side panel has a zipped foil
cover1.
Supplied as standard with: Curtains, special draught skirt and
wheel arch cover.
Material: Front in Isacryl, beautiful colour fast, fibre-dyed acrylic.
Side panels and roof made in coated polyester and lower panel is
PVC for easy cleaning.
Frame: Lightweight combination of A
 luminium and IXL™ fibreglass.
Adjustable roof poles. Screwless FixOn brackets.

Material: Coated polyester in city chic colours and style to
compliment the T@B.
Frame: Curved aluminium tube for the front.Adjustable roof poles.
Fixon screwless brackets.
Height: 210 cm at the tallest point.
Depth: 180 cm
Weight: 320: 6.8kg 400: 8.3kg

Sun Canopy
T@B L 400 TD
T@B L 400
T@B 320 Off Road
T@B 320

Footprint 400L: 225 x 415 cm
Footprint 320: 180 x 370 cm

Total weight incl. frame: kg
T@B L 400 Blue
28,5 176604009
T@B L 400 TD Blue
20,1 176704009
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276404006
276504008
276403206
276503208

MATERIALS

COLOURS
T@B 320 Off Road Blue
T@B 320 Blue

25,5 176703209
19,2 176603209

Indigo

Isacryl

Blue

Grey

295 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2



ADRIA ACTION 361 & 391

AWNINGS

391 NORTH

361

AWNING – DESIGNED FOR THE ADRIA ACTION 361/391 CARAVAN
The best holidays are a mixture of busy action packed days, and
times to relax and chill out, to make the most of all occasions there
is no better place than an Isabella awning.
A caravan with a unique shape needs a specially designed awning
and we have done just that for the 361 and 391 Adria Action European caravan models. It matches perfectly to the vehicles unique lines
and is both elegant and functional.
Material: Front in Isacryl, beautiful colour fast, fibre-dyed acrylic.
Side panels and roof made in coated polyester and lower panel is
PVC for easy cleaning.

Details: The front panel can be removed or drawn. The ventilation
net window feature in the right hand side panel has a zipped foil cover.
Included: Curtains Cube Creme (391) – Hyacint (361), draught skirt
and wheel arch cover.
Frame: Lightweight combination of Aluminium and CarbonX fibreglass. Adjustable roof poles. Screwless FixOn II- brackets.
Optional extras for assembly: Annex 220, storm securing set.

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
COLOURS
Tweed
Marine

MATERIALS

Grey
Red

Sky Blue

CarbonX

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

361: 402 cm
391: 432 cm

240 cm

Total weight incl. frame: kg
ADRIA ACTION 361
27,8
ADRIA ACTION 391 NORTH 29,2

168101019
168303910
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MARLIN W330

PORCHES

1

VENTURA MARLIN W330
Marlin W330 is the maintenance-friendly porch, which is ideal for touring. All panels can be removed and its practical size and mosquito net
window make Marlin a pleasant and cosy living room. It is easy to put
up and is supplied with the lightweight IXL fibreglass frame.

Fits: Caravan heights between 235 and 250 cm
Distance between roof poles: 313 cm
COLOURS

The porch has a good seal to the side of the caravan with the sewnin foam pads and the connection set supplied.

Antracite

MATERIALS
Ice Grey

IXL

Special details: All panels can be folded down or removed. Mosquito net window in one side with zipped external foil cover1.
Supplied as standard with: Screw-free FixOn fittings, Luxor Grey
curtains, draught skirt, standard wheel arch cover, awning and pole
bag, peg bag.

32

240 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Optional extras for assembly: Isabella Annex 220, which can be
zipped to either side of the awning.

VenTex

330
230

Total weight incl. frame: kg
MARLIN - VENTURA W330 ANTRACITE

25,6

174311109



CADET W260

AWNINGS

1

VENTURA CADET W260
Cadet W260 is a small porch which fits most caravans. It has doors
in both sides, a removable front panel and a mosquito net window in
one side. The perfect weekend awning, which is both easy to put up
and lightweight due to its IXL fibreglass frame. It has a perfect seal
to the side of the caravan thanks to the sewn-in foam pads, support
poles and connection profiles supplied as standard.

Distance between roof poles: 226 cm

COLOURS
Antracite

MATERIALS
Ice Grey

IXL

Special details: Front panel can be folded down or removed.
Mosquito net window in one side with zipped external foil cover1.
Supplied as standard with: Screw-free FixOn fittings, Luxor Grey
curtains, draught skirt, standard wheel arch cover, awning and pole
bag, peg bag.

VenTex
240 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
260
200

Fits: Caravan heights between 235 and 250 cm
Total weight incl. frame: kg
CADET - VENTURA W260 ANTRACITE

20,4

171101029
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PACIFIC D250 & 300

A-MEASUREMENT AWNING

1

VENTURA PACIFIC D250 & D300
The modern Pacific D250/D300 is available in shades of cleancut
grey. The model boasts simple construction, making it particularly
easy for touring. The material is a lightweight VenTex fabric, which is
also easy to keep clean thanks to its external coating. It has a mosquito net window with foil cover in one side for extra ventilation.
So if you are looking to save time when camping, Pacific D250/D300
is the ideal choice. Choice of Prenox steel frame or the lightweight
IXL fibreglass frame for touring.

Depth: 250 cm or 300 cm

Ventura
D250
Ventura
D250

COLOURS

MATERIALS
IXL

Prenox

1000-1075 · G19-20

Ventura D250
250

Special details: Mosquito net in one side with external zipped foil
Ventura
D300
Ventura
D300
Ventura D300
cover1.
Supplied as standard with: Screw-free FixOn II fittings, Luxor Grey
curtains, draught skirt, standard wheel arch cover, awning and pole
bag, peg bag.
Optional extras for assembly: Isabella Annex 250, Isabella Cosy
Corner II, Isabella Eclipse sun canopy, veranda pole.
34

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
800-975 · G14-18

VenTex
240 g/m2

Ice Grey

Antracite

300

Total weight incl. frame: kg
VENTURA D250
G13
Prenox frame
33,1
IXL frame
27,6
VENTURA D300
Prenox frame
IXL frame

G13
39,2
31,1

G14
35,9
29,4

G16
37,7
31,2

G18
42,2
34,2

G19
47,6
37,9

G20
48,9
39,2

G14
42,2
33,8

G16
43,3
34,9

G18
49,4
39,2

G19
55,2
42,9

G20
56,1
43,8

AWNINGS FOR MOTORHOMES

FREESTANDER CUMULUS W300 & W300 H

AWNINGS

1

2

VENTURA – FREESTANDER CUMULUS W300 & W300 H
Freestander Cumulus is a freestanding awning, ideal for motorhomes
and motorcaravans. A Freestander Cumulus expands your options while
you are on your travels as the vehicle can be driven away. Freestander
Cumulus is available in two different heights. All sides and front panels
can be folded down or removed and the awning has a mosquito net
window with foil cover on the right-hand side. Freestander Cumulus is
easy to put up and is made of maintenance-friendly coated polyester in
shades of grey.

Special details: Take a drive in your motorcaravan and let the
Freestander Cumulus stay in its place.1 Smart system for mounting
on the vehicle. Covered access to the vehicle via a flexible tunnel 2 .
Doors in both sides. Removable/fold-down front and side panels.
Mosquito net window with foil cover on the right hand side.

W300: For vehicles of heights between 170 and 250 cm
W300 H: For vehicles of heights between 240 and 280 cm

Optional extras for assembly: Isabella Annex 220, which can be
zipped to either side of the awning.

COLOURS

MATERIALS

Dark grey
Grey

Supplied as standard with: Luxor Grey curtains, awning and pole
bag, peg bag.

IXL

Prenox

IsaLite

195 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

Total weight incl. frame: kg

308
BUSMF

W300
184310009
Prenox frame
IXL frame

34,7
28,6

W300 H
184300009
Prenox frame
IXL frame

35,2
29,1

254
BUSB9

Lime

BUSB9

BUSMF
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ISABELLA AIR

36

Isabella AIR sets new standards in air awnings.
AIR AWNINGS

NEXT GENERATION AIR AWNINGS

Isabella AIR
awning
It combines the expertise gained from more than 60 years of awning development
with a carefully considered design and the latest IsaAir system.
With Isabella AIR, we refuse to compromise on the materials. We only use the
same well-known Isabella materials that we use in our traditional Isabella awnings.
The awning is made in Europe, from the treatment of the fabric to the finished,
sewn awning.

THE ISAAIR SYSTEM
 ust one inflation point for pumping up
J
Extra strong, durable three-layer air beams
User-friendly click system with on/off switch for easy replacement of air beam

DESIGN
 pacious living area with high ceiling
S
Classic Isabella design
Option of large annex on both sides, doubling the awning area

MATERIALS
 reathable, maintenance-friendly material
B
UV-resistant material on the front and sides makes the awning resistant
to the sun rays
Familiar, tried-and-tested Isabella materials

37

ISABELLA AIR

5

1

2

4

3
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NEW

ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS NORTH 400/300

A

Now available in widths of both 3 and 4 metres and with air release valves on all
three front leg beams so that you can now deflate more quickly when taking it down.
Cirrus North is a combination of classic Isabella design, high-quality materials and a new
IsaAir system. The fronts and gables are made in our traditional solid-dyed Isacryl, which is a
lightweight, robust and above all breathable material.
Thanks to the solid-dyed material, your air awning will retain its beautiful colours for many
years to come. The Isacryl fabric allows your air awning to breathe, and the large mosquito
nets at both sides make for the best possible indoor climate while minimising condensation.

B

Large living area with a high ceiling
Cirrus North has space for the whole family1. With a depth of 275 cm and vertical walls, you
get a spacious living area with a high ceiling. The space can be further increased with the
addition of an Annex on both the right and left sides of the awning. The annex has an extra
high zip opening in the sides, making it feel like an integral part of the awning. This gives you
a multifunctional additional room measuring 6 m2, which can be used as an extra bedroom,
dining area, playroom, etc. With Air Annex on both sides, you double the area of the awning.

AIR AWNINGS

No extra poles
A special detail of Cirrus North is that it comes with no extra poles. The awning consists solely of air beams, so you don’t have to put extra poles in the canopy or by the caravan.
The canopy protects the awning from the elements while providing pleasant shade.

User-friendly air system
The IsaAir system has just one inflation pointA for pumping up and is extremely easy to
operate. The modular air system, with a valve connection between all modules, allows you
to simply isolate an air beamB after closing the valve connection to the other modules and
replace it without having to take the awning down. The On/Off switchC indicates clearly if it is
open or closed. The air beamsD consist of three layers for airtightness and stability.

C

Special details: Front canopy (air beams)2, light panels in the roof3, two large ventilation
windows4 with mosquito nets at both ends, IsaAir system, Isacryl fabrics; extendable5.
Supplied as standard with: Cube Creme curtains, air beam for the veranda solution
specially developed, high-performance hand pump with pressure release valve, draught
skirt, wheel arch cover, Typhoon storm sashes, awning bag, peg bag including peg remover.
Optional extras for assembly: Air annex (250 x 250 cm.) for left or right side, Inner Roof,
fitted floor.

C

Fits: Caravans with awning rail heights between 242 cm and 255 cm.

COLOURS
Tweed

Grey

MATERIALS
Air
Tubes

Isacryl

295 g/m2

D

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
400 / 300
275

Total : kg
ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS NORTH 400
ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS NORTH 300
ISABELLA AIR ANNEX NORTH

35,5
33,9
17,5

Isabella Air Cirrus North 400 166004000 · Isabella Air Cirrus North 300 166003001
Annex North Right 403901020 · Annex North Left 403902020 · Inner Roof 400 470204000 · Floor 400 740004000

Y SUN CANOPY

ISABELLA AIR

ISABELLA AIR Y SUN CANOPY
Innovative air canopy for both campervans and caravans. If you like
slightly innovative designs, the Isabella Air Y is for you. This sun
canopy is shaped like a letter “Y” and is quick and easy to inflate
with the air beam. You just have to pump it up in one place using the
Isabella Air pump supplied. This sun canopy is made from a wellknown material called Isacryl, which is a lightweight, robust, dyed
material, whose colours retain their beauty for many years to come.
This sun canopy has a large window section at the front to give you
a really great view.

MATERIALS
Air
Tubes

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

Heightm (cm): 245 cm
Depth (cm): 240
Width (cm): 360

ISABELLA AIR Y
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212700011

ARC SUN CANOPY

ISABELLA AIR

AIR AWNINGS

ISABELLA AIR ARC SUN CANOPY
Simple air canopy for caravans. Is simple and straightforward more
your thing? If so, the Isabella Air Arc is the perfect choice for you. It’s
easy to put up, so it won’t be long before you’re ready to enjoy your
holiday at your campsite.
The Isabella Air Arc is made up solely of air beams and roof fabric
and you just have to pump it up in one place using the Isabella Air
pump supplied. This sun canopy is made from a well-known material
called Isacryl, which is a lightweight, robust, dyed material, whose
colours retain their beauty for many years to come.

MATERIALS
Air
Tubes

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

COLOURS
Tweed

Depth (cm): 260
Width (cm): 380
Fits: Caravans with a maximum 255 cm awning rail height

ISABELLA AIR ARC

212700021
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VENTURA AIR

Ventura Air
TRINUS W400
Travel with air is both simple, spacious and fast in a Trinus W400 Due to the amazing
light panels in the roof and spacious living area the Trinus W400 is the perfect travel air
porch for the whole family. Well-known IsaLite materials and unique features creates the
best posible outdoor adventure. The draught excluder Air tube connects the porch to the
caravan effortlessly and the small front canopy creates a very spacious feel to the Trinus
W400. Support poles and advanced air system make the Trinus W400 very stable and
reliable as your true travel companion.

42

TRINUS W400



1

2

AIR AWNINGS

Special details: Removable front and side panels, light panels
in roof1, Luxor White curtains and curtain poles, Draught excluder
with Air tube, Advanced Air System, veranda pole, attachment for
LED strips, pockets for guy straps, reflective guy straps, doors
with ventilation net, fitted with 2 beading diameter options, double
air pump, alu rear leg poles, canopy fiber pole2.
Optional extras for assembly: Attachable flooring (730004008).

COLOURS
Antracite

MATERIALS
Air
Tubes

IsaLite

Ice Grey

Blue

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
25

360

400

25

195 g/m2

260

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

Total weight incl. frame: kg
VENTURA AIR TRINUS W400

34,0

177104008
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CITO W350

VENTURA AIR

1

2

VENTURA AIR CITO W350
Elegant and curved caravan porch with great light influx. Due to big
windows and double light panels in the roof the Cito W350 is very
bright and spacious. When travelling with the Cito W350 you get a
safe and reliable travel companion. The unique Draught excluder air
tube ensures a tight fit againist the caravan. Double beading makes
it possible for the Cito W350 to be attached on both caravans and
wind-out c anopies on motorhomes. The unique features in the Cito
W350 model give you the best posible outdoor experience.
Special details: Double light panels in roof1, Luxor White curtains
and curtain poles, Draught excluder with Air tube, Advanced Air
System, veranda pole, attachment for LED strips, pockets for guy
straps, reflective guy straps, doors with ventilation net, fitted with 2
beading diameter options, double air pump, alu rear leg poles. An Air
tube along the side of the caravan stops draught and connects the
porch completely to the caravan2.
Optional extras for assembly: Attachable flooring (730003508),
roof poles.

COLOURS
Antracite

Air
Tubes

IsaLite

Blue
TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

MATERIALS
25

345

25

350

195 g/m2

260

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2
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Ice Grey

Total weight incl. frame: kg
VENTURA AIR CITO W350

31,2

177103508

VIVO W300

VENTURA AIR

VIVO W300

AIR AWNINGS

1

2

VENTURA AIR VIVO W300
Compact and smart porch for caravans, motorhomes and vans. Vivo
W300 is extremely easy to set up and can very easily be transformed
into an open canopy to create shading during your sunny adventures.
The draught excluder with air tube secures a perfect fit against the
caravan and the fitted two different diameter beading makes it suitable
for both caravans, motorhomes and vans. Sewn in curtains on the sides,
wide open front/sides and easy set up makes you ready for vacationing
almost instantly when having a Vivo W300 air porch.

Ice Grey

Orange

COLOURS VIVO Caravans with a maximum 255 cm awning rail height
Antracite

Ice Grey

Blue

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
40

260

MATERIALS

40
270-290

Optional extras for assembly: Attachable flooring

Antracite

255

Special details: Zip out front2, side doors/window with ventilation
net, sewn in Luxor White curtains, light panels in roof1, option to roll
the entire front to the side, A
 dvanced Air System, Draught excluder with air tube against the c aravan, attachment for LED strips,
well-known Isabella materials, reflective guy straps, pockets for guy
straps, fitted with two beading diameter options, double air pump,
large sun canopy (50 cm)

COLOURS VIVO HIGH Motorhomes with a max. height of 270-290 cm

Air
Tubes

IsaLite

195 g/m2

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

300
260

Total weight incl. frame: kg
VENTURA AIR VIVO W300 H
VENTURA AIR VIVO W300

23,0
22,4

177100118
177100018
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SIMPLEX W320

VENTURA AIR

1

2

VENTURA AIR SIMPLEX W320
Sporty and simple porch for caravan, motorhomes and vans. With a
light and spacious feel to it Simplex W320 is a great travel porch for
outdoor camping adventures. The height options makes the Simplex
W320 model fit for almost any outdoor adventure. The light panels
in the roof, inner tent and front sun canopy option are just some of
the great features that make Simplex W320 unique. Simplex W320
has everything you need for a great outdoor holiday. Attached floor,
sewn in curtains and easy set up makes you ready for vacationing
almost instantly. You get the perfect little base when travelling with
the Simplex W320 model.

Optional extras for assembly: Ventura Air Simplex Sun canopy2
(206200128), beading connector for freestander option (900060487),
roof poles.

Special details: Zip out front1, two back doors with ventilation
net, light panels in roof, Advanced Air System, two height options,
Attached floor, inner tent in beathable material with ventilation
net, sewn in Luxor White curtains, a ttachment for LED strips,
well-known Isabella materials, reflective guy straps, pockets for
guy straps, attachable flooring in connector section, fitted with 2
beading diameter options, double air pump.

MATERIALS

SIMPLEX LOW: For vehicles of heights between 180 and 220 cm.
SIMPLEX: For vehicles of heights between 230 and 265 cm
COLOURS
Antracite

Air
Tubes

Isaroof

IsaLite

Light
240 g/m2

195 g/m2

Orange

Total weight incl. frame: kg
VENTURA AIR SIMPLEX W320
VENTURA AIR SIMPLEX LOW W320 L
W320 177100228
W320 L 177100028

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
30

260

1

30

2
230-265

180-220
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Ice Grey

320
350

29,0
28,5



VENTURA AIR ACCESSORIES

AIR AWNINGS

SUN CANOPY FOR
VENTURA AIR
SIMPLEX

Isaroof

Fits: Ventura Air Simplex
Depth: 150 cm
Weight: 2,8 kg
206200128

Light
240 g/m2

ELECTRIC PUMP
Specially developed for air awnings. The pump comes with various nozzles
for use with air awnings and other inflatables too.
AC adapter available as an optional extra.
70 l/min.
5 m cable
Programmable air pressure
Digital display
900060514

VENTURA AIR FLOOR
Extra equipment for Ventura Air awnings.
The floor is fitted and attaches to the
awning with adhesive tape.
Suitable for:
Ventura Air Floor Vivo W300
730000018
Ventura Air Floor Vivo W300 High
730000118
Ventura Air Floor Cito W350
730003508
Ventura Air Floor Trinus W400
730004008
Material: PVC
Colour: Grey
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ISABELLA POLES

Poles for any purpose
CarbonX™ frame
a carbon-fibre reinforced fibreglass frame, is suitable for both permanent and touring
c aravanning. Carbon Fibres are combined with glass fibres in varying amounts,
according to pole diameters, to offer maximum strength. The frame is light and
fully corrosion resistant. All CarbonX frames are supplied with the IsaFix locking
mechanism. With IsaFix in place, keeping the frame in position is easy. With one
press of the hand grip, a discreet “click” tells you IsaFix is locked in position.

Zinox™ MegaFrame
The Zinox MegaFrame is a durable tubular steel frame (material thickness: 32
mm/1.2 mm) with welded corners and MegaFix on the poles. MegaFrame is designed for year-round use with a full awning which can remain standing all year, and
can withstand most powerful storms, s nowfall and torrential rain. The Zinox Mega
Frame is supplied with two extra rafter poles, as well as one Hercules Triple.

Zinox™ steel frame
is hot galvanised both inside and out to extend its life and to meet all load bearing requirements. The steel frame is made of ISO-certified s teel. The strength
of the Zinox steel frame makes it particularly suitable for pitching your caravan
permanently – and it is included with all Universal and winter porch awnings,
because caravanning in the off-peak seasons demands great structural stability
due to weather conditions such as strong winds and snow.

VENTURA – PRENOX STEEL FRAME
The external zinc coating of the steel frame is 50% thicker
than traditional surfaces, for extra long life.

V ENTURA – I XL FIBREGLASS FRAME
Light-weight and corrosion resistant frame. The fibreglass frames
for full awnings have Fibremax rafter poles with a mighty 30.5 mm
diameter.

FIXON TM
FixOn screwless brackets. Designed for better
tensioning, with easy positioning.
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CarbonX layers
1 Lengthwise fibreglass reinforced
with carbon
2 Cross winding
3 Lengthwise fibreglass
4 Clockwise cross winding
5	Anti-clockwise cross winding
6 Lacquer

Zinox layers
1 Aluminium/Zinc
2 Steel
3 Aluminium/Zinc
4 Lacquer

VENTURA POLES

FIXUS TM
All IXL fibreglass frames are supplied
with FixusTM Locking clamps. With Fixus
in place, keeping the frame in position
is easy. With one press of the hand grip,
a discreet “click” tells you that Fixus is
locked in position.
900060365

T-Rex™ locking mechanism
for the Zinox steel frame locks the poles
in place and keeps them tensioned in all
weather conditions with one press of the
hand grip and a discreet “click”.
900060412

IsaFix™ locking clamp
All CarbonX frames are supplied
with an IsaFix locking bracket.
The IsaFix locking bracket helps
you to tension the poles of your
awning easily and efficiently.
26 mm 900060319
30,5 mm 900060320
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MEGAFRAME SUN CANOPY
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ATLAS



Atlas
MegaFrame
Sun Canopy
The ultimate sun canopy for
permanent pitching

1

The Mega Frame means that an Atlas Sun Canopy stands firm even
in rain and strong winds. That’s why it’s the perfect sun canopy for
the permanent pitcher. Atlas is attached to the canoppy of your
awning using 3 Mega F-links. It creates a shady terrace, doubling
the area under the roof.
For extra protection from the wind, right and left sides can be purchased as optional accessories. They zip quickly and easily onto the
roof material. The sides come in colours matching Isabella Dawn
- and North awnings.

Optional extras for assembly: Two sides available in Dawn and
North colours can be easily attached with zips (optional accessories)2
Dimensions: D 230 cm, W 446 - 746 cm

COLOURS

MATERIALS

DAWN

Isacryl

Flax

Steel

Isaroof

295 g/m2

285 g/m2

Zinox

NORTH

MegaFrame

Tweed

Grey

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
900-989
· G16-18
G13-19

1000-1125
· G19-21
G20-21
G13-19

1150-1175
· G22-23
G20-21
G20-21

G20-21

Total weight incl. frame: kg

2

ATLAS
Mega Frame
Side

G16
27,8

G18
28

G19
34

G20
34,2

G21
34,5

G22
37,3

G23
38

2,5
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SUN CANOPY

Special details: Attached using 3 x Mega F-link. Extra poles in
pockets under the canopy ensure optimum tautness.1

LOGGIA

SUN CANOPY

LOGGIA SUN CANOPY
Create shade with the ultimate lightweight sun canopy
If you’re travelling around from place to place in summer, the Loggia
sun canopy is the perfect choice. It weighs just 8.5 kg (3 metres
wide) or 10.2 kg (4 metres wide) and is attached directly to your caravan. You then erect it using 3 lightweight CarbonX poles.
The Loggia provides you with extra shade. It’s no less than 2.70
metres deep, which makes it the deepest sun canopy in the Isabella
range.
The Loggia comes in two sizes: 3 metres and 4 metres wide.

Depth (cm): 270
Widths (cm): 300, 400
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MATERIALS
CarbonX

IsaLite

195 g/m2

Total weight incl. frame: kg
LOGGIA 300
LOGGIA 400

8,5
10,2

212213001
212214001

SUN CANOPY

SUN SHINE PLUS

1

SUN CANOPY

SUN SHINE PLUS SUN CANOPY
The greatest possible stability and lowest possible weight are
united in the Sun Shine Plus canopy. Sun Shine Plus comes complete
with a right and left side. CarbonX frame with the IsaFix connection
system make putting up and taking down fast and efficient. If you
already have an Isabella full awning in 2.5 m depth, the frame can
also be used for the sun canopy. Ask your dealer. A front is available
as an optional extra. Enabling your Sun Shine Plus to be converted
into a lightweight touring awning in next to no time.

COLOURS

MATERIALS
Ice Grey

Antracite

CarbonX

Zinox

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
G13 + G16

G13 +· G16
800-940
G13-16

Depth (cm): 250
A-measurement from-to (cm): 800-1175
G13 + G16

G18 + 20

G21-G22

Special details: Pockets on the front poles.

G18 + 20

G18 + 20
950-1075
· G18-20

800-940 · G13-16

Isaroof

G21-G22

G13 + G16

Light
240 g/m2

G21-G22
1100-1175
· G21-22

G18 + 20

G13 + G16

IsaLite

195 g/m2

G13 + G16

G21-G22

950-1075 · G18-20

1100-1175 · G21-22
FRONT

Supplied as standard with: Right and left-hand side, draught skirt,
wheel arch cover, FixOn, transport bag, pole and peg bag.
Optional extras for assembly: Front1, Cube Creme curtains.

Total weight incl. frame: kg
SUN SHINE PLUS
Zinox frame
CarbonX frame
Sun Shine Front

G13
22,2
17,3
3,4

G14
25,1
18,8
3,7

G16
25,0
18,7
4,2

G18
25,6
20,8
4,7

G19
30,6
22,1
5,0

G20
31,2
22,7
5,4

G21
31,8
24,99
6,0

G22
32,2
25,4
6,7
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G1
G18 + 20

SUN CANOPY

SHADOW

1

2

SHADOW TOURING SUN CANOPY
Shadow is the multipurpose touring canopy, which can be put up in
a jiffy no matter where you are. In addition to being mounted on the
caravan itself, Shadow can also be used as a side canopy on the awning. Combine with the sides (optional extras), to give extra shelter
and protection against the sun under your Shadow. The particularly
strong and stable pins on the poles and metal rings in the roof provide optimal tensioning and greatest possible stability.

Depth (cm): 200

Optional extras for assembly: Net side (260010312) with connection strip and beading in both sides1. The net side is supplied with
FixOn brackets and “Tectum” system (roof pole and a click multi-connector for easy assembly)2.

MATERIALS
CarbonX

IsaLite

195 g/m2

Widths (cm): 240, 300, 360, 400, 500
Poles: CarbonX 240/300: 2 pcs. 360/400/500: 3 pcs.
Supplied as standard with: Typhoon storm sashes, transport bag
and pole bag.
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Total weight incl. frame: kg
SHADOW
240
300
2,9
3,1

360
4,2

400
4,4

500
4,9

SUN CANOPY

ECLIPSE

1

2

3

SUN CANOPY

ECLIPSE SUN CANOPY
Not only is Eclipse suitable for use as a front sun canopy on Isabella’s
awning models, but it can also be used as a lightweight touring sun
canopy directly on the caravan. Eclipse is fastened to the overhang of
your awning, creating a lovely shady terrace and increasing the area
under cover. The lightweight CarbonX frame with the IsaFix connection
system as well as the TectumPro building system, make it fast to put
up. A
 lternatively, for extra stability a Zinox MegaFrame option is available. For extra shelter, a side can be purchased as an optional extra. It
fits both the left and right-hand side of the front sun canopy. Eclipse and
the shelter side can also be used on Magnum 340 and 400.
MINI ECLIPSE
Eclipse is also available in a mini version, which is 150 cm deep. Mini
Eclipse is available in G14 – G23 and must be mounted on the awning
for use (cannot be mounted directly on the caravan).
MATERIALS
Zinox

MegaFrame

Supplied as standard with: CarbonX/MegaFrame frame with
Tectum Pro system ( Tectum Pro is a revolutionary connection
system for simple click assembly1) and F-link (F-links to be added to
the awning poles), Typhoon storm sashes, transport bag.
Optional extras for assembly: Side (right/left). The side panel3
(261000311) for Eclipse (Mini Eclipse2 261000319) is easily assembled using plastic connecting strips. The side panel can be used on
either the left or right hand side. Optional extra the Eclipse side with
side adaptor when used directly on the caravan, (261000416).

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
850-1025
· G14-19
G13-19

CarbonX

Depth: Eclipse 225 cm / Mini Eclipse 150 cm

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

1050-1125
· G20-21
G20-21

Total
weight incl. frame: kg
G20-21
ECLIPSE
G14
CarbonX frame
8,6

G16
9,2

G18
9,7

19,5

20,4

21,5

incl. MegaFrame
Side

G19
10,1

G20
13,0

G21
13,4

21,9

31,8

32,2

G22

G23

2,5
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SUN CANOPY

COSY CORNER

COSY CORNER II
If you need shelter or simply good screening by the door, where you
can sit and soak up the atmosphere at the campsite, Cosy Corner II is
the perfect solution. Depth approx. 150 cm. Cosy Corner II is easy to
assemble by virtue of its sewn-on beading and connection sections
as well as Tectum Pro and lightweight CarbonX poles. Cosy Corner II
can be positioned to the right or left of the doors at the front of the
awning. If you would like a larger cosy corner, two Cosy Corner II’s can
be placed next to each other to form an extra angle.
Please give the awning’s A-measurement when ordering!

COLOURS
COSY CORNER II
Flax

Steel

MATERIALS
CarbonX

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

G16-G18 212500616
G19-G21/Magnum 212500619
G22-G23 212500622
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SUN

CANOPY

LEVO COSY CORNER

1

SUN CANOPY

LEVO COSY CORNER
Quick shade and shelter for your campervan. The Levo Cosy Corner
is a unique cosy corner designed to create shade and shelter for
your campervan. You can put it up extremely quickly – in fact, it can
stay up with a single pole while you’re taking a coffee break when
you’re driving from place to place. One smart detail of the Levo
Cosy Corner is that you can move it freely on the caravan rail and
place it wherever it provides the most shade.
You can combine the Levo Cosy Corner with the flexible Levo wind
screen to create even more shelter for your campervan1.
COLOURS
Height: 255 / 185 cm

Grey

Black

Depth: 210 cm
Width: 255 / 230 cm

MATERIALS
CarbonX

IsaLite

195 g/m2

Total weight incl. frame: kg
LEVO COSY CORNER
5.00

1212501100
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SUN

CANOPY

1

ASA

2

3

ASA SUN CANOPY FOR VANS
Enjoy shade in front of your van provided by a simple, elegant sun canopy. The Asa sun canopy is designed for vans such as the VW California
and other vehicles of the same type.
Asa is designed to make your holiday easy. The sun canopy has a simple
construction that makes it quick and easy to put up and take down again.
Weighing just 5.1 kg, it takes up minimal space when packed away.
The sun canopy comes in a sustainable transport bag made from material left over from production of the sun canopy.

Supplied as standard with: Sustainable transport bag,
2 front poles, g uy ropes3 and pegs.

Asa also fits the Eriba Touring caravan.

Depth: 235 cm
Width: 252 cm
Bead: Diameter: 7.5 mm1
Max. rail height: Suitable for vehicles with a maximum rail
height of 196 cm.

MATERIALS

Poles: 2 CarbonX poles + 2 fibreglass poles in roof2.

CarbonX Polyester

COLOURS
Black
206302500
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SUN

CANOPY

SUN Q

SUN Q - SHADE FROM THE SUN
Sun Q canopy is a lightweight, touring-friendly canopy. The sun
canopy is made of coated polyester and takes up minimal space
when it is packed away.
The Sun Q sun canopy fits most caravans.
Depth: 300 cm
Special details: Multiple setup options.
Fits: Most caravans
4 sizes: 600 - 700 - 800 - 900 cm

TECHNICAL ILLUSTRATIONS

MATERIALS

COLOURS
600 206106007

IXL

Isaroof
Light
240 g/m2

Sand

700 206107007
800 206108007
900 206109007

FRONT NET
Get extra shade from your sunshade.
Isabella’s front net is designed to be
attached directly to the sunshade of your
campervan to create even more shade than
you already have with your sunshade.
SUN CANOPY

This front net has beads on both sides
so that you can reverse it depending on
whether the bead on your sunshade is 5
mm or 6 mm.
Available in two sizes to fit both Thule and
Fiamma sunshades.
Dimensions: 300 x 75 cm – 400 x 75 cm

300 251003001
400 251004001
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ANNEX

A NNEX ISABELLA ETNA
Material: Isacryl/ IsaRoof
Colours: Vulcano / Walnut
Optional extra: Inner tent
Frame: CarbonX / Zinox

A NNEX ISABELLA NORTH
Material: Isacryl/ IsaRoof
Colours: Tweed /Cinnamon-coloured trim
Optional extra: Inner tent
Frame: CarbonX / Zinox

ANNEX ISABELLA GREY
Material: Isacryl/ IsaRoof
Colours: Steel / Antracite-coloured trim
Optional extra: Inner tent
Frame: CarbonX / Zinox

250
Ground: 240 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 18,6 kg /CarbonX 14,2 kg
Fits: Forum Etna
403852201

250
Ground: 240 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 18,6 kg /CarbonX 14,2 kg
Fits: Commodore North, Capri North
403822509

250
Ground: 240 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 18,6 kg /CarbonX 14,2 kg
Fits: Prisma, Commodore, A
 mbassador,
Magnum
403832509

220
Ground: 210 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 17,8 kg /CarbonX 12,7 kg
Fits: Penta Etna
403852501

CarbonX 900000097
Zinox 900000079

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isacryl

295 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

220
Ground: 210 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 17,8 kg /CarbonX 12,7 kg
Fits: Penta, Universal 420/360, Adria
Action 361/391, Ventura Marlin,
Ventura Freestander Cumulus
403832209

Isacryl

295 g/m2
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Isaroof
285 g/m2

ANNEX

Find an Isabella annex
to fit your awning
Need more storage space or an extra bedroom in the awning? Isabella offers various
s olutions. Annex North and Annex Grey are tall annexes offering maximum height.
Here, you have a choice of a CarbonX or a Zinox frame. Annex Sand also has a maximum
height but comes with a steel frame. All Isabella annexes are equipped with an extra zip so
the awning’s side panel can be used as a partition wall.

1

2
ANNEX CAPRI / PACIFIC
Material: IsaRoof
Colours: grey
Optional extra: Inner tent
Frame: CarbonX / Zinox

250
Ground: 240 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 18,6 kg
Fits: Prisma, Commodore, Ambassador,
Magnum, Forum
403812509

250
Ground: 240 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 18,6 kg
Fits: Capri North, Ventura D250/300
403842501

220
Ground: 210 x 145 cm
Weight: Zinox 17,8 kg
Fits: Penta, Universal 420/360, Adria Action
361/391, Ventura Marlin, Ventura F
 reestander
Cumulus
403812209
Isaroof
285 g/m2

Isaroof
285 g/m2

ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

ANNEX ISABELLA SAND
Material: IsaRoof
Colours: Sand
Optional extra: Inner tent
Frame: CarbonX / Zinox

1	INNER TENT FOR
ANNEX/AWNING
Dimensions: 200 x 140 x 165 cm.
(space for small, double air airbed).
Materials: 80% Polyester/20% Cotton
with fixed PVC base.
Can also be mounted in the awning.
408000015
2	PARTITION WALL FOR ANNEX
Materials: Cotton.
Size: 220 or 250 cm.
220 cm 403000617
250 cm 403000606
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ISABELLA
MEGA SPACE
Find space for your belongings in this
robust storage awning for your permanent pitcher. With its robust mega frame,
the Isabella Mega Space is designed to
withstand all weathers throughout the entire season. So this is the perfect storage
awning if you’re pitched permanently in a
location and need even more storage space
and stability than the slightly smaller
Isabella Space provides.
The Isabella Mega Space has a full standing height of 2.20 metres. This awning is
accessed quickly and easily through the
zipped door, which you’ll recognise from
our awnings. The Isabella Space comes
with permanent ventilation at the back of
the awning in order to create a pleasant
indoor climate and ensure that your things
don’t get damp or stained.
Dimensions: 220 x 180 cm
Height: 200 cm

COLOURS
Grey

Black

m
MATERIALS
Zinox

MegaFrame

PVC
404200011

ISABELLA SPACE
Short of storage space? Store your bikes, barbecue, garden furniture,
etc. in the spacious freestanding Isabella Space storage awning. The
Isabella Space has a full standing height of 2 metres and a practical
opening so that you can move things in and out quickly. The Isabella
Space comes with permanent ventilation at the back of the awning in
order to create a pleasant indoor climate and ensure that your things
don’t get damp or stained.

Dimensions: 220 x 150 cm
Height: 200 cm
Weight: 22,5 kg

COLOURS
Dark grey
404000011
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MATERIALS
Grey

Zinox

Polyester

WIND

SCREEN

LEVO

1

2

LEVO WIND SCREEN
ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

The flexible, lightweight wind screen. The Levo is a freestanding
wind screen designed to be put up quickly and easily. It weighs just
4 kg and is particularly ideal for travel use. The Levo wind screen
can be used for lots of different purposes where shade is required.
Possible uses are:
• Placing it on the load bearing pole on the Levo Cosy Corner to
create a cosy corner for your campervan, providing both shade
and shelter2.
• Placing it directly on your campervan or caravan1.

COLOURS

• Allowing it to stand freely in front of your awning.

Grey

Height: 180 / 110 cm
Width: 264 cm

MATERIALS
CarbonX

IsaLite

195 g/m2

Total weight incl. frame: kg
LEVO WINDSCREEN
6.00

401400511
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WINDSCREENS

WINDSCREENS
All windscreens from Isabella are supplied with poles (including rafter poles), guy ropes, pegs and the Stabilo system as standard.

L INEA / VENTUS
– 4-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 110 cm.
Weight: 5,6 kg.
Material: Acrylic/PVC.
Linea: Tinted foil
Ventus: Net material
Colour: Granite/Black.
Standard: CarbonX poles.
Linea 401300453
Ventus 401300463
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WINDSCREENS

G REY – 4-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 110 cm.
Weight: 5,7 kg.
Colour: Granite / Antracite-coloured trim
Material: Isacryl
Standard: CarbonX poles.
401300478

NORTH – 4-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 110 cm.
Weight: 5,7 kg.
Colour: Granite / Cinnamon-coloured trim
Material: Isacryl
Standard: CarbonX poles.
401300489

SUN – 3-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 130 cm.
Weight 8,5 kg.
Colour: Grey.
Material: Coated polyester.
Standard: Zinox poles.
401000352

GRANITE – 3-sided.
Measurements: 460 x 130 cm.
Weight 8,5 kg.
Colour: Granite.
Material: Acrylic.
Standard: Zinox poles.
401200443

ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

F LEX GREY – 3-sided.
Basic measurements: 460 x 140 cm.
Weight 8,3 kg.
Material: Coated polyester.
Standard: Zinox poles.
The basic model may be extended as
required by adding more zipped panels
to the middle.
401100402

401102402
401104402
PANELS
Panel measurements: 154 x 140 cm.
Standard: Zinox poles
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WINDSCREENS

MEGA Windscreens

NEW

MEGA GRANITE
6-sided
Dimensions: 690 x 120 cm
Weight: 13.6 kg
Materials: Acrylic
Frame: MegaFrame
Colour: Granite
Optional extra element: Gate
Special details: Stabilo System Mega
401500490
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MEGA GRANITE
4-sided
Dimensions: 460 x 120 cm
Weight: 9.5 kg
Materials: Acrylic
Frame: MegaFrame
Colour: Granite
Optional extra element: Gate
Special details: Stabilo System Mega
401300490

NEW

WINDSCREENS

NEW

NEW

WINDSCREEN GATE
Dimensions: 80 x 115 cm
Weight: 3.70 kg
Materials: Acrylic, Frame: MegaFrame
Colours: Granite
The gate is an optional extra for windscreens with a Mega frame/CarbonX.
The gate is made from acrylic material.
401030490
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ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

STABILO SYSTEM MEGA
This system is supplied as standard with all Megasteel windscreens and ensures
full stability. This double base allows you to join two Megasteel windscreens by
simply hammering an extra spike into the ground.
Stabilo System Mega is flush with the ground, allowing you to mow the lawn
over the base without having to remove it. Simply remove your windscreen
before you begin. If you wish to join two windscreens, you can use the supplied
top connector, which prevents your windscreen from gaping at the top.
NB: Megasteel and Stabilo System Mega cannot be purchased separately as
they do not fit other windscreens.

ISABELLA FLOORING CONCEPT

Isabella
Flooring
Concept
Isabella – layer upon layer

5

ISABELLA CARPET

4

Start by laying Ground Cover over an area bigger than the awning to protect the
mudflaps and awning materials. Then lay Isabella Floor over the entire awning area,
remember the edging strips for a neat finish especially in doorways. A Comfort Carpet
keeps the heat in and is soft and comfortable to walk on. Finally, lay an Isabella Carpet
for a beautiful finish that’s easy to keep clean.
5	ISABELLA CARPET
Page 64

ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET

3

ISABELLA GROUND SHEET

4	ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET
is a soft, insulating comfort underlay which is placed between the plastic barrier or
wooden floor and the awning floor covering to keep cold and damp at bay. It also
provides a soft floor area to sit and walk on. Supplied on rolls of 1.5 x 15 m
(22.5 m2).
3	ISABELLA GROUND SHEET
The Isabella Ground Sheet is available in different sizes to fit the awnings. Put it
under the awning carpet to avoid moisture from the soil. Isabella Ground Sheet has
plastic reinforcements in the corners with ring for pegging and reinforced edges, so
it will last for years. Colour: Anthracite. Material: PU 160 g/m 2
Depth: 270, 320 or 370 cm
Lengths: 500, 600, 700 or 800 cm.

2

2	ISABELLA FLOOR
If you spend a lot of time in your awning, you want good insulation, and a floor
that is smooth and level. Isabella Floor offers a full range of advantages. It is easy
to install without the use of tools, the 50 x 50 cm tiles simply snap together like
building blocks, no other parts are needed. It is easy to store and exceptionally
durable.
1	ISABELLA GROUND COVER
is the perfect underlay – a thin but strong sheet that lies on the ground, it protects
the awning canvas from soil and mud, and because the m
 udflaps are not in contact
with the ground they are easier to clean.
Supplied on rolls of 2 x 18 m (36 m2). Ground Cover is fully breathable and suitable
for touring sites.
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ISABELLA FLOOR

1
ISABELLA GROUND COVER

ISABELLA FLOORING CONCEPT

ISABELLA FLOOR

With the option to purchase edges
for Isabella Floor, you can create a
beautiful finish.

Camping comfort starts at floor level
Isabella's Flooring Concept gives you a host of options, no matter how you
camp. We have developed a concept that allows you to customise the different
elements to your actual needs. You get the ultimate solution, whether you're
permanent pitcher, a touring c aravanner, a year-round caravanner, a summer
caravanner or...

Isabella Floor uses a unique interlocking
system.

The underlay types are the same – it's the composition of them that makes all
the d ifference. You can focus on what is most important to you and your way of
camping: stability, finish, cleaning or comfort. Here are three suggestions:

FOR THE TOURING CARAVANNER

who travels around and values comfort and
easy cleaning highly, we recommend:
1 ISABELLA GROUND COVER... to protect the awning from mud.
3 ISABELLA GROUND SHEET... to prevent moisture from rising up
from the ground.
5 ISABELLA CARPET... for a beautiful finish that is easy to keep clean.

FOR THE SEASONAL CAMPER

ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

who remains in one place and values comfort and
easy cleaning highly, we recommend:
1 ISABELLA GROUND COVER... to protect the awning from mud.
3 ISABELLA GROUND SHEET... to prevent moisture from rising up
from the ground.
4 ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET... for an insulating, soft comfort.
5 ISABELLA CARPET... for a beautiful finish that is easy to keep clean.

FOR THE PERMANENT PITCHER

who always stays in the same place and values comfort,
a firm surface and easy cleaning highly, we recommend:
1 ISABELLA GROUND COVER... to protect the awning from mud.
2 ISABELLA FLOOR... for a firm, even floor.
3 ISABELLA GROUND SHEET... to prevent moisture from rising up
from the ground.
4 ISABELLA COMFORT CARPET... for an insulating, soft comfort.
5 ISABELLA CARPET... for a beautiful finish that is easy to keep clean.

I SAGRIP
IsaGrip is a clip used to hold carpets
and u nderlay in place. IsaGrip is easy to
fit without damaging the carpet.
900060290

For more information about the Isabella Flooring Concept,
visit Isabella.net.
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ISABELLA FLOORING CONCEPT

Isabella Carpet – Stylish floor covering for your awning
Isabella Carpet is available in three different colourways that perfectly match your Isabella awning. The North, Flint
and Dawn colourways are used throughout the Isabella awning collection. This means you can combine elements
however you like. You might prefer to combine a Flint carpet with a Flint awning, or perhaps mix a Dawn carpet with
a North awning?
Our quality carpets are made in a smooth-woven combination of nylon threads, spun with PVC and finished in a heat
press, so they can be fitted to any awning and even trimmed without fraying; they are lightweight and can be easily
folded and cleaned. Depth: 2,5 m, 3 m or 3,5 m .

NORTH
inspired by the deep ocean blue. The colours
are subdued and raw, with clear references
to the Nordic look.

ECO

FRIENDLY
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CUTS W/O
FRAYING

FLAME

RETARDANT

LOW

WEIGHT

DAWN
inspired by misty morning landscapes, with
a mild and subdued tone-upon-tone colour
scheme.

UV

RESISTANT

VERY

COMFORTABLE

WATER

free
PHTHALATE

Isabella Carpet

FLINT
inspired by flint as a material, where dark
grey shades are combined with sharp edges.

RESISTANT

EASY

TO HANDLE

HIGH

DESIGN

EASY

TO CLEAN



CURTAINS

Curtains
All Isabella and Ventura awnings are supplied with curtains. The curtains are carefully designed to
match the awning colours for a harmonious look. The specially developed curtain system ensures
that it is easy to put up and take down again.
All Isabella curtain materials are given a finishing treatment to withstand environmental impacts,
such as mould, rot, fungi or mildew, usually caused by differences in temperature. This special
finishing treatment can be restored after washing by ironing the curtain.

Collage Blue

Collage Sand

Cube Creme

ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

Luxor white

Luxor Grey
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ACCESSORIES

Accessories for your awning
IS ACLEAN
All-Year
900060431
Season
900060432
Window
900060434
AQUATEX REPROOFING
Spray 90060062 · 1 L 90060063
2,5 L 900600671 · 5 L. 90060064

PARTITION WALL
Available in two sizes to fit all Isabella
awnings with a depth of either 2.5 m or 3 m.
Also available for Penta.
2,5 m 407002501 · 3,0 m 407003001

DOOR CANOPY TO CARAVAN
405500007
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DOOR CANOPY
Fits Commodore, Ambassador, Capri North.
Also available specially for Prisma, Penta
and Universal 420 and 360.
Standard 406000046
Penta 406000195
Prisma 406000208

WINDOW CANOPY
1,9 m 405000016
2,15 m 405000026



ACCESSORIES

A LUMINIUM ROOF GUTTER
WITH SPOUT
2.5 m 900000005
3 m 900000022

NETFRONT
Fits Commodore, Ambassador, Capri North
and some older models (in sizes G14-G20)

N ET SIDE
Available for awnings with 2.5 m or 3 m
deep sides.
2.5 m 407202506 · 3 m 407203006

UNIVERSAL WHEEL ARCH COVERS
FOR THE CARAVAN
Single 481100075 Double 481100150

WINTER SECURING SET
Available for Universal 420 and 360
and Winter.
420/360 900000009 · Winter 900000001

I NNER ROOF
Available for Prisma, Penta, 3 m and 2.5 m
deep full awnings, Universal 420 and 360
and Winter.

AWNING BAG
Available in 3 different sizes.
S: 900060214
M: 900060215
L: 900060216

STORM SECURING SETS
900060195

POLE BAG
900060217

ACCESSORIES FOR AWNINGS

HERCULES TRIPLE
For the tensioning of all pole
types.
900060453

ISABELLA PEG REMOVER
900060005

PEG BAG
900060300
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Buy with confidence
At Isabella, we know how important it is to provide the best service. That’s why we do all
we can to be the best. We don’t just want our customers to be happy, satisfied campers.
We want the most satisfied customers, so we know we always need to go the extra mile.
We strive to make buying an Isabella awning a positive experience, and we hope it will
provide the setting for lots of great camping experiences.
SERVICE CLOSE AT HAND
With our large Isabella dealer network throughout Europe, you can be confident that
service is always close at hand. If any repairs are required, our dealers are ready to provide
the best possible assistance. They deliver your awning to our experienced Isabella service
team, who will do their utmost to ensure you can get your awning back again as soon as
possible.

Accessories
that enrich
your life on
the campsite
Whether you’re a permanent pitcher or a touring caravanner, and
whether you’re into campsites or setting up camp in the open air,
our accessories have you covered. Nordic design. Durable quality.
Functional and always at the leading edge.
Our accessories are designed with a view to enriching your life on
the campsite, with details that only add to the joy of camping. And
with features that make things easier, moment by moment. In short:
a collection offering everything that your camper’s heart desires –
from practical furniture to smart electronic solutions designed for
outdoor living.
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CAMPING FURNITURE

Camping furniture
Isabella offers a wide selection of stable, but lightweight camping furniture.
All furniture in the range can be folded to take up a minimum of space.
Ideal for camping trips and furnishing the awning.

FREJA
Sit back and relax.
Weight: 10 kg.
Measurements: 119 x 51 x 55 cm
Closed: 109 x 26 x 21 cm
Load: 120 kg.
700006281
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BELE
Breathable, fast-drying camping chair.
Weight: 5,6 kg.
Measurements: 120 x 49 x 49 cm
Closed: 112 x 65 x 8 cm
Load: 120 kg.
700006282

MODI
Compact multifunctional camping chair.
Weight: 6 kg.
Measurements: 112 x 48 x 53 cm
Closed: 94 x 42 x 15 cm
Load: 120 kg.
700006280

CHAIRS – SUNBEDS

LOKE
The flexible luxury chair in two sizes.
LOKE HIGH BACK
Weight 5.4 kg
Dimensions: 112 x 64 x 9 cm
Height of back: 79 cm
Load: 120 kg
700006245
LOKE LOW BACK
Weight 5.2 kg
Dimensions: 104 x 64 x 9 cm
Height of back: 69 cm
Load: 120 kg
700006244

9 cm

CAMPING FURNITURE

THOR
Luxury chair in three colours
Weight 5,5 kg.
Measurements: 118 x 63 x 14 cm
Load: 120 kg.
Dark Grey: 700006242
Light Grey: 700006246
Blue: 700006247

DIRECTOR’S CHAIR WITH SIDE TABLE
New, upgraded director’s chair.
Measurements: 11 x 81 x 51 cm.
Weight: 2,5 kg.
Load: 100 kg.
Dark Grey: 700006279
Red: 700006283
Side table: 700006284
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CHAIRS – SUNBEDS

SUNBED
Upholstered sunbed with soft membrane
and sun screen.
Measurements: L200 x W59 x H48 cm.
Weight: 5,6 kg
Load: 120 kg.
700006212

FOLDING BED
Smart, comfortable fold-out bed which
can be used as an extra bed or sun
lounger.
Size: Folded out: 205 x 78 x 51 cm.
Closed: 104 x 22 x 12 cm.
Weight: 6.5 kg.
Max. load: 100 kg.
700006215

MINI CHAIR
This foldable Mini chair can be installed on any Isabella chair.
Use: From approx. 8 months (or when your child can sit) to 5 years
Measurements: 28 x 23 x 16 / 47cm
Load: 50 kg
700006238

BEACH CHAIR
Foldable beach chair.
Measurements: 67 x 11 x 72 cm.
Weight: 3.6 kg.
Load: 100 kg.
700006248
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STOOL/FOOTSTOOL
The stool can be used
as a little stool or
footstool.
Weight: 0,9 kg
Load: 80 kg.
700006201

TABLE TOP FOR
FOOTSTOOL
Weight: 0,8 kg.
Dimensions: 42 x 42 x
3,5 cm.
700006217

CHAIRS – SUNBEDS

Accessories for your Isabella Camping Chair

FOOTREST
For Thor, Loke and Beach Chairs
Weight: 1,1 kg.
Measurements: 90 x 48 x 36 cm.
Load: 30 kg.
Dark Grey: 700006268
Light Grey: 700006269
Blue: 700006270

SIDE POCKET FOR CHAIR
Fits Loke and Thor Chairs from 2018
onwards. Attached by snap fastenings under the armrest. Can be
attached to both sides.
Measurements: 30 x 20,5 cm
Dark Grey: 700006254
Light Grey: 700006253
Blue: 700006255

CAMPING FURNITURE

TOWEL FOR CHAIR
This towel is specially designed
to fit Isabella’s chairs: Thor, Loke
and Odin.
100% organic cotton.
The towel may shrink by up to 5%
Measurements: 49 x 124 cm
900060467

FOOTREST
For Bele
700006286

TOWEL FOR SUNBED
This towel is specially designed
to fit the Isabella sunbed.
100% organic cotton.
The towel may shrink by up to 5%
Measurements: 60/72 x 195 cm
900060473
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TABLES

FOLDING TABLE
Including bag
Load: 30 kg

120 X 80 CM
Dimensions, folded: 60 x 80 x 10 cm
Weight: 7,1 kg
700006229
120 X 60 CM
Dimensions, folded: 60 x 60 x 10 cm
Weight: 6,8 kg
700006271
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COFFEE TABLE 50 x 40 CM
Lightweight coffee table. This lightweight
coffee table is perfect as a side table or
beach table. It’s easy to carry, and it can be
folded and unfolded in just a few seconds.
Dimensions, folded: 50 x 40 x 6,5 cm
Weight: 4,8 Kg
700006277



TABLES

CAMPING DINING TABLE
Stable dining table made for camping life. The table
has a stylish look with rounded edges and corners
and slightly angled legs. The angle and height of the
four table legs are adjustable, so uneven surfaces
are no problem. The steel frame under the table can
be folded. Once folded up, the table is just 6 cm high.
The dining table can withstand all kinds of weather
and is resistant to the Sun’s UV rays. The table
surface is easy to clean. You can even place hot
saucepans directly on top without causing damage
(heat-resistant up to 180°C).

120 X 80 CM
Maximum load: approx 170 kg
Folded dimensions:
120 x 80 x 6 cm
Weight: 15,8 kg
700006272

160 X 90 CM
Maximum load: approx 170 kg
Folded dimensions:
160 x 90 x 6 cm
Weight: 20,5 kg (including reinforcement)
700006273

NEW
ULTRA LIGHTWEIGHT CAMPING TABLE
Ultra lightweight camping table for those heading out
on new adventures. Despite its low weight of just
5.3 kg/6.4 kg, this lightweight table is both stable and
functional. The aluminium frame under the table folds
together easily and elegantly at the back, making the table
practical to transport and store when not in use. When folded, the lightweight table measures just 6.5 cm in height.

120 X 80 CM
Height: 72–74 cm
Maximum load: 80 kg
Folded dimensions: 120 x 80 x 6 cm
Weight: 5,3 kg
Frame: Aluminium
700006274

140 X 90 CM
Height: 72–74 cm
Maximum load: 80 kg
Folded dimensions: 140 x 90 x 6 cm
Weight: 6,4 kg
Frame: Aluminium
700006275

CAMPING FURNITURE

The table top has rounded corners and is made of several
layers of fibre glass. There is plenty of legroom under the
table, and both the height and the tilt of the four table legs
are adjustable – so uneven ground is not a problem.
100 X 68 CM
Height: 72–74 cm
Maximum load: 80 kg
Folded dimensions: 100 x 68 x 6,5 cm
Weight: 4,6 kg
Frame: Aluminium
700006276
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ORGANISERS

Spacious and practical
Unique storage cupboards with smart folding method, which means that the cupboards can be closed like a suitcase. The four legs are “snapped” into the bracket and
folded into the cupboard, when folding it together. The cupboard comes with a practical bag for easy transportation.
Folding cabinet “Single” and “Double” has a lid on the top so that a pop-up tower with
mains socket can be mounted on it. The pop-up tower should be removed when the
cabinet is packed away.

CORNER CUPBOARD
With 2 shelves and fixed top.
With storage bag
Measurements: 82 x 82 x 85 cm.
Weight: 9 kg.
Load: 30 kg.
700006226

DOUBLE CUPBOARD
With 3 shelves and fixed top.
With storage bag.
Measurements: 84 x 50 x 81 cm.
Weight: 11 kg.
Load: 30 kg
700006257

SINGLE CUPBOARD
With 3 shelves and fixed top.
With storage bag.
Measurements: 60 x 48 x 81 cm.
Weight: 8 kg.
Load: 30 kg
700006256

FOLDING WARDROBE
Spacious wardrobe with shelves and
clothes rail. You can easily join wardrobes
together for more space.
Dimensions:143 x 50 x 50 cm
Weight: 9.0 kg
Load: 30 kg
700006265
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S HOE RACK
Foldable shoe rack can be
folded up and packed away in
the bag provided,
Dimensions: 51x26x43,5 cm.
700006237
SHOE ORGANIZER
The shoe organizer makes it easier
to keep track of your family’s footwear, e.g. on a camping holiday.
Dimensions: 50 x 30 x 85 cm
Weight: 4.6 kg
700006264

TOP ORGANIZER
Top Organizer is a practical storage
net that can be hooked onto extra roof
rafter poles (also available as optional
extras).
Measurements: H58 x W30 x D24 x
L150 cm
475000095

DOUBLE DOOR CABINET
Robust storage cabinet for your permanent
pitcher.
Dimensions: 79 x 85,5 x 43 cm
Weight: 12 kg
700006278

CAMPING FURNITURE

DRAWER ORGANIZER
Keep your things
neat and tidy
Dimensions:
35 x 77,5 x 35 cm
700006285

ORGANIZER HIGH
It is made of coated polyester with individual transparent foil pockets which
allow the contents to be seen. Organizer High is fitted to the FixOn profile
using TermoFix fittings.
Dimensions: H 215 x W 80 cm
475000075
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KITCHEN

Kitchen

NATURA CROCKERY SET
Go for an elegant, natural look for your table with
the Natura tableware set.
Available in sets of:
16 pcs. 900060544
8 pcs.
900060543
4 cups 900060545

NORTH CROCKERY SET
This melamine crockery set consists of dinner
plates, lunch plates, cereal bowls and cup.
All items have a silicone-coated ring underneath
to prevent slipping.
Available in sets of:
16 pcs. 900060465
8 pcs. 900060464

BUILDAGLASS
Collapsible wineglasses made of
transparent, 100% poly-carbonate.
Available in sets of 2 pcs.
including protective cover.
340 ml
900060462

NORTH BOWL SET
Made of 100% melamine.
Set of 3.
Sizes: 26 x 12,7 and 29,2 x 12
and 22,8 x 12,7 cm
900060469

CUTLERY SET – SILVER
Stainless steel cutlery set.
The set contains 16 pcs.
Colour: Silver
900060459

NORTH SERVING DISHES
Made of 100% melamine.
Set of 2.
Sizes: 35 x 25 cm and 30 x 21 cm
900060470
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NORTH EGG CUPS
Oval egg cups.
Made of 100% melamine.
Set of 4 pcs.
900060463

GLASSES
Made of transparent
polycarbonate 100%.
Set of 4 pcs.
Dimensions: 9 x 12 cm
392 ml
900060472

KITCHEN

TEA TOWELS
100% organic cotton.
2 pcs.
Dimensions: 50 x 70 cm
900060482

FOLDING FOOD BOX SET
Smart folding food boxes that take up
minimal space when folded up – but are
generously proportioned when in use.
Set of 3.
Sizes: 10 x 10 x 3 cm / 14 x 14 x 3,5 cm /
19,5 x 19,5 x 3,8 cm
900060504

DISH RACK
The dish rack folds down easily to become completely flat.
Dimensions: 41,5 x 29 x 19/3 cm
900060466

COLLAPSIBLE WATER TANK
Easy to take along on a trip. The water
container can easily be collapsed to make it
completely flat and save you space. Lid with
hole for water hose. Lid for transportation
without hole. Approved for drinking water.
10 L
Dimensions: 34 x 13/28 x 21 cm
900060518
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RECHARGEABLE WATERPUMP
WITH TAP & SHOWERHEAD
A shower head for the bath and a water
tap for the kitchen. The tap is rechargeable and equipped with a replaceable
shower head. It fits both Camp-let and a
freestanding kitchen.
3,5 L/min.
2-3 hours charging time. 40 minutes
usage time
1.8 m hose
900060515

APRON
100% organic cotton.
Dimensions: 70 x 90 cm
900060483

FOLDING WASHING-UP TUB
Convenient and space-saving. Made of
silicone with a hard plastic top and bottom.
8,5 L
Dimensions: 38,5 x 28,5 x 15,8 / 4,3 cm
900060519
16 L
Dimensions: 46,1 x 34,2 x 18,4 / 5 cm
900060520

KITCHEN

REVERSIBLE TABLECLOTH
One tablecloth, two designs.
Available in two sizes:
190 x 130 cm (900060538)
160 x 120 cm (900060539)
CAMPING ACCESSORIES
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KITCHEN

STACKABLE SAUCEPAN AND FRYING
PAN SET
A practical saucepan and frying pan set
that’s perfect for the camping lifestyle. The
set can be used on gas, ceramic and induction hobs. The pot and pan set consists of
3 pots, 1 frying pan, 3 lids and 2 removable
handles.
Saucepans: 16 x 7, 18 x 8, 20 x 8,8 cm with
glass lid
Pan: 24 x 5 cm
900060489

FOLDING TRIVET
Practical trivet that folds up easily. The
trivet is magnetic, too, and stays attached
when you lift the pan.
Available in sets of two (one light grey and
one dark grey).
Dimensions: 22 / 3,5 x 10,5 cm
900060484

CHOPPING BOARD
2 x chopping boards with a non-slip surface
and a lip well to prevent juices, etc., from
running off the board.
Sizes: 37 x 24 cm and 28 x 19 cm
900060471

FOLDING KITCHEN
Made for outdoor cooking. The kitchen can
quickly be folded completely flat, taking up
minimal space. It’s easy to transport and
suitable for taking with you, for example
camping. The materials are durable and
weather-resistant.
Side table for your stove with windshield,
adjustable legs, shelves for pots and other
equipment. Foldable lid, hooks for utensils
and shelf for spices. Storage bag included.
Dimensions: 188 x 50 x 81 cm
Weight: 17 kg
700006261

A frying griddle is available as an optional extra.
900060529
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CAMPING ACCESSORIES

DOUBLE GAS BURNER
For cooking on the go. The gas stove is
made of stainless steel and is easy to clean.
Butane gas, 160 g/h x 2
2.2 kW x 2
Flame Supervision Device.
Dimensions: 67,9 x 28,6 x 12,5 cm
Weight: 6 kg
900060508

LIGHTING AND ELECTRONICS

Lighting

TRAVELIGHT
Flatpack lampshade.
The Travelight is completely flat when
folded up, so it doesn’t take up much
space in your luggage. This also protects
it when you’re on the road. It’s easy to
assemble this lampshade when you
arrive and dismantle it again when you
leave.
The Travelight consists of two sides and
two rings that are clipped onto the sides.
900060540
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LIGHTING AND ELECTRONICS

LED LIGHTING SYSTEM
Isabella’s one-metre LED light strip
lights up your tent or awning with a
warm glow. The strips can be mounted
with adhesive tape on the Airtubes of
your Ventura Air awning or on the frame
in your tent or awning. Combine LED
light strips with an extension cable or
T-lead and adjust the lighting to suit
your needs. The light strips can brighten up the entire awning, or they can be
dimmed using Isabella’s LED dimmer to
create a cosy atmosphere.

LED lighting strip, 1
m. 900060493

Adapter for LED lighting
strip. 900060495

BLACK CHINTZ LAMPSHADE
Smooth black lampshade in
fabric with a soft sheen.
900060396

T-cord for LED
lighting strips.
900060492

LED dimmer.
900060494

CUBE CREME LAMPSHADE
900060450
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CLICKLIGHT
ClickLight clicks easily onto the awning
pole to provide pleasant, cosy and warm
lighting.
Can be used on 22–32 mm poles. Comes
with cable clips to keep the cable on the
awning pole.
7 m charging cable included.
Dimensions: H50 x W64 x L610 mm
900060436

Extension cord for
LED lighting strip.
100 cm. 900060491
50 cm. 900060490

LIGHTING AND ELECTRONICS

POP-UP TOWER
Fit this pop-up tower and socket to your Isabella cupboard. Isabella “Double” and “Single”
2018-model cupboards feature a hole for mounting of your power tower. This gives you power
right beside your coffee maker, toaster or charger without the irritation of sockets.
Contains: 2 x 230 V + 2 x USB, 2.1A
Flex: 1.8 m
900060461
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LIGHTING AND ELECTRONICS

LAMP HOLDER
Hanging the lamp is simple, and
adjustable using the telescopic bracket.

CABLE CLIPS
Used to keep the cable in place
on your awning poles.
Can be used on 22–32 mm poles.
900060440

LAMP FLEX WITH DIMMER
Lamp flex with dimmer (suitable for any
light bulbs with a dimmer function)
For LED, halogen and standard bulbs.
Max 40W (LED 25W)
Flex: Length 7 m, H03VV-F, 2 x 0.75 mm2
Socket: For E14 light bulbs
900060458

ELECTRIC PUMP
Specially developed for air awnings. The
pump comes with various nozzles for use
with air awnings and other inflatables too.
AC adapter available as an optional extra.
70 l/min.
5 m cable
Programmable air pressure
Digital display
900060514

TRIPLIGHT
Bring a TripLight with you on holiday and
get three lamps in one: it can be clicked
onto the awning pole, used as a torch
and converted into a table lamp with the
purchase of a table lamp stand.
Can be used on 22-28 mm poles.
7 m charging cable included.
900060452
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TRIPLIGHT TABLE STAND
900060454

STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

ISABELLA UMBRELLA
Your best friend in rainy weather.
Frame: Black fibreglass rod
Diameter: 106 cm
Height: 82 cm
900060408

TABLE COVER
Look after your table.
Fits all Isabella tables.
Material: 100% filt
(polyester filtet)
Measurements: 165 x 98 cm
900060541
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STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

TROLLEY
Practical trolley for transporting luggage, camping furniture
and the like. The trolley has two strong wheels, making it easy
to pull across grass, sand and gravel without any problem. It
is made of steel and can easily be folded together to take up
almost zero space.
Size, folded: 82x50 cm
Wheel size: Ø27 x 8 cm
Size of plate: 29x40 cm
Load capacity: 50 kg
Weight: 5.9 kg
Material: Steel
900060457

FEEL FREE COOLER BAG – RED
It has two opening options, two cup holders, a
storage net and a shoulder strap. It can either
be zipped open, opening the entire lid, or opened
through a hatch in the top.
Size: 39 x 21 x 28.5 cm/20 l
900060456

CHAIR BAG
This bag stores 2 Isabella chairs.
900060468
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SPONGE BAG
The bag can be hung up.
It has a watertight zip and
plenty of pockets to keep
all your toiletries together.
Measurements: H20 x W30
x D10 cm
900060411

LUXURY TRAVEL BAG
The bag features a large compartment with an
internal mesh zipped pocket and an internal compartment with hook-and-loop strap
closure for items. The bag also has a separate
zipped compartment in the base. Made of black
synthetic leather, and has a wide, adjustable
shoulder strap and a good sized handle.
Dimensions: H30 x W21 x L54 cm
900060421
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Welcome to
Isabella Club
As a recipient of our newsletter, you are automatically part of Isabella Club.
There are a number of unique advantages that are only available to members:
• A n extra year’s warranty on your Isabella awning – if you have just purchased a
brand new Isabella awning, you will receive a total warranty of three years from
the date of purchase
• Advance news – be among the first to hear about our latest products as we
unveil them
• T he best tips and tricks – our experts share their insider knowledge and give you
the best advice for a successful camping holiday
• E xclusive members-only competitions – will you be lucky enough to win your
favourite Isabella camping gear?
• Invitations to trade fairs and other events
Don’t miss out on future Isabella news.
Join Isabella Club today.
Register here: www.isabella.net/uk/isabella-club
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Estimated net weight (kg) – without cardboard box
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G-SIZE
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Isabella size

675

750

800

850

900

950

1000

1050

1100

1150

1200

666-685

736-760

786-810

836-860

886-910

936-960

986-1010

1036-1060

1086-1110

1136-1160

1186-1210

Covers ”a”-measurements
from-to
Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements
from-to

700

775

825

875

915

962

1015

1075

1125

1175

1225

686-715

761-785

811-835

861-885

901-925

948-972

1010-1019

1061-1085

1111-1135

1161-1185

1211-1235

Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements
from-to

725

925

975

1025

716-735

911-935

961-985

1020-1035

940

989

926-950

975-999

Isabella size
Covers ”a”-measurements
from-to
Incl. frame Zinox/Prenox (A)
– CarbonX/IXL (B)/
MegaFrame (C)

A

B

A

B

A

B

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B

C

A

B
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FORUM ETNA

96,8

100,3

102,8

118,1

119,6

124,9

FORUM ETNA SIDE

5,8

5,8

6,8

7,8

8,8

8,8

91,9 75,3

94,0 88,1

PENTA ETNA

64,0

64,7

COMMODORE DAWN

49,3 38,4

51,1 40,2

57,1 44,8 75,3 62,9 46,0 82,1 65,2 48,3 84,5 72,6 55,2 93,3 74,0 56,6 94,7 84,6 63,8 107,9

COMMODORE NORTH
AMBASSADOR DAWN
CAPRI NORTH

81,0 73,3

119,3 89,2

120,3 96,5

121,9 97,6

51,5 40,6

57,0 44,7 75,2 63,1 46,2 82,3 65,6 48,6 84,6 72,9 55,5 93,6 74,1 56,7 94,8

42,9 34,6

44,1 35,8

50,2 40,1

55,8 43,4

58,1 45,7

64,2 50,2

65,5 51,5

35,8 28,2 37,0 29,4 38,9 31,3 41,0 32,7

42,1 33,9

48,6 38,5

54,2 41,8

56,1 43,6

62,4 48,4

63,5 49,5

SUN SHINE PLUS

22,2 17,3 25,1 18,8

25,0 18,7

25,6 20,8

30,6 22,1

31,2 22,7

31,8 24,99

32,2 25,4

SUN SHINE PLUS FRONT

3,4

4,2

3,4

3,7

3,7

4,2

ATLAS

4,7

4,7

27,8

5,0

5,0

28

ATLAS SIDE

5,4

5,4

34

6,0

6,0

6,7

34,2

34,5

13,0 31,8

13,4 32,2

6,7
37,3

2,5

ECLIPSE

8,6

19,5

9,2

20,4

9,7

ECLIPSE SIDE

21,5

10,1 21,9

2,5

VENTURA D250

33,1 27,6 35,9 29,4

37,7 31,2

42,2 34,2

47,6 37,9

48,9 39,2

VENTURA D300

39,2 31,1 42,2 33,8

43,3 34,9

49,4 39,2

55,2 42,9

56,1 43,8

MAGNUM 340 ETNA

29,9

T@B 320

25,5

MARLIN - VENTURA W330 ANTRACITE

25,6

MAGNUM 400 ETNA

32,2

T@B 400L

28,5

CADET - VENTURA W260 ANTRACITE

20,4

ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS NORTH 300

33,9

ADRIA ACTION 361 NORTH

27,8

ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS 300

24,2

ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS NORTH 400

35,5

ADRIA ACTION 391 NORTH

29,2

ISABELLA AIR CIRRUS 400

35,5

MINOR DAWN

24,2

SHADOW 240

2,9

VENTURA AIR TRINUS W400

34,0

UNIVERSAL 360 DAWN

44,0

SHADOW 300

3,1

VENTURA AIR CITO W350

31,2

UNIVERSAL 420 DAWN

51,2

SHADOW 360

4,2

VENTURA AIR SIMPLEX W320

29,0

WINTER

27,5

SHADOW 400

4,4

VENTURA AIR SIMPLEX LOW W320 L

28,5

CAPRI NORTH HYMER - ERIBA TOURING FAMILIA

31,7

SHADOW 500

4,9

VENTURA AIR VIVO H W300 H

23,0

CAPRI NORTH HYMER - ERIBA TOURING TRITON

31,9

LOGGIA 300

5,8

VENTURA AIR VIVO W300

22,4

CAPRI NORTH HYMER - ERIBA TOURING TROLL

32,4

LOGGIA 400

6,5

SUPPLIERS

Flexible by the metre…

www.elas.dk
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DEUTSCHLAND /
ÖSTERREICH / SCHWEIZ
Isabella Vorzelte Deutschland GmbH
Max-Planck-Str. 4
DE-34253 Lohfelden
Tel. +49 (0561) 51 20 33
info-de@isabella.net
NEDERLAND
Isabella Nederland BV
Postbus 90
NL-3870 CB Hoevelaken
Tel. +31 (033) 2541100
info@isabella.nl
UNITED KINGDOM
Isabella International Camping Limited
Drakes Farm
Drakes Drive
Long Crendon
Buckinghamshire
HP18 9BA
Tel. +44 (01844) 20 20 99
info@isabella.co.uk
BELGIUM / FRANCE /
LUXEMBOURG
Camping Distribution
Rue de Baronhaie, 63
BE-4682 Heure-le-Romain
Tel. +32 (0)42 27 46 32
info@camping-distribution.com
ITALIA
Automarket Bonometti spa
via Lago D’Iseo, 2
IT-36077 Altavilla Vicentina
Tel. +39 3401 265285
NORGE
Kama Fritid Norge AS
Iseveien 6
1738 Borgenhaugen
Tel. + 47 52 900 729
Info@kamafritid.se
RZECZPOSPOLITA POLSKA
Pro Camp
ul. Krotoszynska 43
PL-51-009 Wroclaw
Tel. +48 (71) 352 47 75
info@procamp.pl
SLOVENIJA
Freedom Center
Mariborska C. 200 a
SI-3000 Celje
Tel. +386 31 688 877
SVERIGE
Kama Fritid AB
Box 23
SE-551 12 Jönköping
info@kamafritid.se
SUOMI
Kama Fritid OY
Koivuhaantie 2-4 B
FI-01510 Vantaa
info@kamafritid.fi
OTHER COUNTRIES
Please contact Isabella A/S
in Denmark.
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